Proximal esophageal cancer missed during esophagogastroduodenoscopy: should the detection of an inlet patch be added to the quality criteria for upper gastrointestinal endoscopy?

A 75-year-old woman was investigated by the pulmonologist for pulmonary abnormalities and weight loss. In the past she had undergone repeated endoscopic rubber-band ligations for bleeding esophageal varices. A combined positron emission tomography–computed tomography (PET-CT) scan revealed intense fluoro-deoxyglucose (FDG) avidity in the proximal esophagus. An esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) showed a squamous cell carcinoma just distal to the upper esophageal sphincter. Remarkably, an EGD 2 months earlier had been reported to be without abnormalities.

The proximal esophagus needs careful screening to detect esophageal carcinoma, especially in high risk patients [1]. A quality indicator for EGD could consist of the detection of an esophageal gastric inlet patch (GIP), which is present in 0.4%–11% of patients [2–4]. A required minimum lower limit for GIP detection rate (GIPDR) could result in a lower miss-rate for proximal abnormalities, in a manner similar to that for adenoma detection rate during colonoscopy [5].

In a retrospective cohort, we reviewed EGD reports for the presence of a GIP in both the text and images of the reports. Thereafter, consecutive patients undergoing an EGD were actively screened for the presence of a GIP. Diagnostic EGDs, performed mainly because of gastroesophageal reflux disease, dyspepsia, or anemia, were included in both groups. Exclusion criteria were therapeutic EGD or altered anatomy from mouth to duodenum.

The total population consisted of 157 patients: 65 men (41%) and 92 women (59%). Retrospective review of 95 EGD reports revealed no reported GIPs (0%; 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.0%–3.8%); in the prospective group, three GIPs were observed among the 62 patients (4.8%; 95% CI 1.0%–13.5%; P = 0.065).

Our case report and subsequent analysis of our GIPDR underline the importance of actively focusing on the proximal esophagus during EGD. GIPDR seems to be influenced by the awareness of the endoscopist. A lower limit of GIPDR could be helpful in improving the quality of EGD.
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